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A Critical Role for DNA End-Joining Proteins
in Both Lymphogenesis and Neurogenesis

point to the general stage of neuronal development in
which these proteins are necessary.
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Summary proteins, initially identified based on studies of IR-sensi-
tive cell lines and mice homozygous for the scid muta-

XRCC4 was identified via a complementation cloning tion (SCID mice) (Smider and Chu, 1997). These “DSBR/
method that employed an ionizing radiation (IR)-sensi- V(D)J factors” include Ku80 and DNA-PKcs, two of the
tive hamster cell line. By gene-targeted mutation, we three subunits of the DNA-dependent protein kinase
show that XRCC4 deficiency in primary murine cells (DNA-PK) holoenzyme, as well as the XRCC4 protein (Li
causes growth defects, premature senescence, IR et al., 1995). The roles of two additional DSBR/V(D)J
sensitivity, and inability to support V(D)J recombina- factors, Ku70 and ligase IV, implicated based on associ-
tion. In mice, XRCC4 deficiency causes late embryonic ation with Ku80 and XRCC4, respectively (Errami et al.,
lethality accompanied by defective lymphogenesis 1996; Critchlow et al., 1997; Grawunder et al., 1997),
and defective neurogenesis manifested by extensive were demonstrated by gene-targeted mutation studies
apoptotic death of newly generated postmitotic neu- (Gu et al., 1997b; Frank et al., 1998; Grawunder et al.,
ronal cells. We find similar neuronal developmental 1998).
defects in embryos that lack DNA ligase IV, an XRCC4- The DNA-PK holoenzyme is comprised of the catalytic
associated protein. Our findings demonstrate that dif- subunit (DNA-PKcs) and Ku, a heterodimer of Ku70 and
ferentiating lymphocytes and neurons strictly require Ku80; Ku binds to DSBs leading to activation of DNA-
the XRCC4 and DNA ligase IV end-joining proteins and PKcs. Ku70- and Ku80-deficient mice are viable, al-

though small and immunodeficient; in addition, their
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as IR sensitivity, growth defects, premature senes-rascal.med.harvard.edu).
cence, and inability to rejoin both coding and RS ends8 Present address: Division of Pathology, Chiba Cancer Center Re-

search Institute, 666-2 Nitona-cho, chao-ku, Chiba 260-8717, Japan. during V(D)J recombination (Nussenzweig et al., 1996;
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Zhu et al., 1996; Gu et al., 1997a, 1997b; Ouyang et al., XRCC42/2 ES Cells Are Sensitive to IR and
Defective in V(D)J Recombination1997). In contrast, DNA-PKcs-deficient mice generated

by gene-targeted mutation, like classical SCID mice, To determine the effects of the XRCC4 inactivation on
DNA damage repair, we first tested the survival of wild-were of normal size, had variable cellular IR sensitivity,

and were immunodeficient due to defects in V(D)J cod- type (wt), XRCC41/2, and XRCC42/2 ES cells following ex-
posure to IR. These studies showed that XRCC42/2 cells,ing, but not RS, end joining (Gao et al., 1998; Taccioli

et al., 1998). The difference in the Ku-deficient versus similar to Ku702/2 ES cells, had greatly reduced survival
compared to wt or XRCC41/2 cells (Figure 1D). To deter-DNA-PKcs-deficient phenotypes implied DNA-PK-inde-

pendent Ku functions (Gao et al., 1998). mine the impact of XRCC4 deficiency on V(D)J recombi-
nation, we assayed the relative ability of XRCC42/2 ESWe previously employed complementation cloning to

isolate a cDNA sequence, termed XRCC4, that rescued cells to support RAG1/2-initiated V(D)J recombination of
transiently transfected recombination substrates. Thesethe V(D)J recombination defects of the IR-sensitive XR-1

cell line (Li et al., 1995). The XRCC4 gene encodes a studies showed that XRCC4-deficient ES cells were se-
verely impaired in ability to support formation of bothubiquitously expressed nuclear protein of 334 amino

acids that homodimerizes (Li et al., 1995; Mizuta et al., coding and RS joins (Figure 1E). Overall, the XRCC4-
deficient ES cells show defects quite similar to those of1997). Although the XRCC4 amino acid sequence re-

vealed no clues as to its function, the finding that XRCC4 Ku70-deficient ES cells (Gu et al., 1997a).
associates with ligase IV suggested that XRCC4 may
recruit and/or activate ligase IV to complete the DSBR

XRCC4 Deficiency Results in Lateand V(D)J recombination end-joining reaction (Critchlow
Gestational Lethalityet al., 1997; Grawunder et al., 1997). In support of this
We used two independent XRCC41/2 ES clones fornotion, studies of S. cerevisiae mutants implicated the
germline transmission. XRCC41/2 mice appeared indis-yeast DNA ligase IV homolog as epistatic to the yeast
tinguishable from wt littermates; however, we detectedhomologs of Ku and XRCC4 in a NHEJ pathway (Schar
no XRCC42/2 pups among more than 300 offspring, indi-et al., 1997; Teo and Jackson, 1997; Wilson et al., 1997;
cating embryonic lethality. To confirm that embryonicHerrmann et al., 1998).
lethality resulted from XRCC4 inactivation as opposedTo characterize the in vivo role of XRCC4, we now
to some other effect of the inserted PGK-neor cassette,have inactivated the XRCC4 gene in mice via gene-
we deleted this cassette in the mouse germline by thetargeted mutation. We show that XRCC4 deficiency
loxP/Cre recombinase approach (Figure 1A) and con-leads to many cellular and lymphocyte developmental
firmed that the homozygous deletion mutation remaineddefects also found in the context of Ku and ligase IV
embryonic lethal (data not shown). Analyses of XRCC42/2deficiency, suggesting that they result from an impaired
embryos at different gestational stages revealed lateDNA end-joining pathway that involves Ku, ligase IV,
gestational lethality at about E16.5 (Table 1). Until E14.5,and XRCC4. In contrast to Ku deficiency, we find that
development of XRCC42/2 embryos was grossly normal.XRCC4 deficiency leads to embryonic lethality in con-
However, as gestation proceeded, some XRCC42/2 em-junction with massive apoptotic death of newly gener-
bryos displayed varying degrees of edema (E14.5), andated, postmitotic neuronal cells throughout the devel-
all were significantly runted by E15.5 (z30% smalleroping nervous system. As we also find this neuronal
by weight). Dead XRCC42/2 embryos first appeared atdeath phenotype in ligase IV–deficient mice, it too may
E14.5 and became much more frequent at E15.5 andresult from impaired DNA end joining.
E16.5 (Table 1). To date, only two XRCC42/2 pups have
been delivered, albeit dead.

Results

Targeted Inactivation of the XRCC4 Gene Growth Defects and Premature Senescence
of XRCC42/2 FibroblastsWe have characterized the mouse XRCC4 gene and

found it to span more than 60 kb, with most exons To investigate the cellular impact of XRCC4 deficiency,
we isolated fibroblasts (MEFs) from E13.5 embryos. Thespaced at least 10 kb apart. To inactivate this gene, we

replaced exon 3, which encodes part of the XRCC4 doubling time of passage two (P2) XRCC42/2 MEFs was
about two times longer than that of controls (Figure 2A).functional core region (Mizuta et al., 1997), with a loxP

flanked neomycin resistance gene (neor) in the antisense Moreover, XRCC42/2 MEFs, as compared to XRCC41/2

or wt MEFs, displayed accelerated loss of proliferativetranscriptional orientation. Any potential transcript from
the targeted allele that was spliced from exon 2 to either capacity, failing to undergo further growth after five pas-

sages (data not shown). In addition, we observed aexon 4 or 5 would harbor a frameshift mutation, resulting
in deletion of at least 50% of the encoded polypeptide markedly reduced ability of XRCC42/2 fibroblasts to re-

pair g-irradiation-generated DSBs as compared to con-(Figure 1A). We isolated multiple clones that had the
replacement mutation on one allele (XRCC41/2) and trol cells (Figure 2B).

Cell cycle analyses of P3 MEFs revealed significantlyused selection in increased G418 concentrations to iso-
late XRCC42/2 clones (Figure 1B). Northern analyses of fewer cycling cells in XRCC42/2 populations (58% for

2/2; 88% for 1/2), as judged by bromodeoxyuridineXRCC42/2 ES cell RNA with an XRCC4 cDNA probe
revealed no detectable transcripts (Figure 1C). There- (BrdU) incorporation during a 50 hr labeling period (Fig-

ure 2D). Among the noncycling population, roughly 85%fore, the targeted XRCC4 mutation appears to represent
a null mutation. were in G0/G1 for both control and mutant MEFs (data
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Figure 1. XRCC4 Gene Targeting and Analyses of XRCC42/2 ES Cells

(A) Scheme of the XRCC4 genomic locus and targeting; not to scale. Open boxes, noncoding region of the cDNA; solid boxes, coding
sequences; bars, 59 flanking probe and 39 flanking probe; Neor, neomycin-resistance gene; triangles, loxP sites; TK, thymidine kinase. Restriction
enzymes: E, EcoRI; B, BamHI; P, PstI; S, SacI; H, HindIII.
(B) Representative Southern analysis used to identify targeted allele. BamHI-digested DNA from ES clones was hybridized with the 59 flanking
probe indicated in (A). The germline 5 kb and targeted 3 kb bands are indicated.
(C) Northern analysis. Total RNA (30 mg) from ES cells was hybridized with an XRCC4 cDNA probe (nucleotides 432–726, downstream of exon
3), and a GAPDH cDNA probe.
(D) IR sensitivity of ES cell clones. Cells were irradiated with indicated doses of X irradiation, cultured for 7 days, and surviving colonies
stained and counted. IR sensitivity is expressed as the percentages of surviving colonies over unirradiated controls.
(E) Recombination rates (%) of V(D)J RS and coding joining measured by transient V(D)J recombination assay. Relative levels (in parentheses)
are normalized to wt samples. Fidelity of RS joining for wt or XRCC41/2 cells is 80%–100% and for XRCC42/2 is 0%.

not shown). To determine cell cycle kinetics, BrdU pulse- (Figure 2C). Normal cells respond to DNA damage by
activating two major cell cycle checkpoints, G1/S andlabeled cells were monitored through cell cycle stages

during a 28 hr chase period. The cycling XRCC42/2 pop- G2/M. Both checkpoints were retained in XRCC42/2

MEFs, as they remained arrested at G1 or G2/M evenulation exhibited similar cell cycle kinetics to controls

Table 1. Analysis of Embryos from XRCC41/2 Crosses

Live (Dead) Embryos
Gestational Resorbed Observed/Expected
Age (Days) Total Fetuses Embryos Genotyped 1/1 1/2 2/2 XRCC42/2 Embryos (%)

13.5 96 11 85 23(1) 45 17 80%
14.5 61 5 56 20 27 8(1) 57%
15.5 135 17 118 28 61 14(15) 47%
16.5 175 41 134 35(1) 75(2) 11(13) 33%
20.5 (Birth) .300 N/A .300 — — 0(2) 0%

Genotypes of embryos undergoing maternal resorption were not available. Nonresorbed embryos were genotyped by Southern analysis of
their yolk sac DNA. The number of dead embryos is shown in parentheses. Expected Mendelian numbers were determined based on the
number of genotyped embryos. N/A, nonapplicable. 1/1, 1/2, and 2/2 refer to XRCC41/1, XRCC41/2, and XRCC42/2.
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Figure 2. Analyses of XRCC42/2 Embryonic Fibroblasts

(A) Growth rates of MEFs. Passage 2 (P2) MEFs (from at least four embryos of each genotype) were plated at 104/well in 6-well plates and
counted every 24 hr.
(B) DSBR capacity in MEFs. Cells were exposed to 40 or 80 Gy of g-irradiation and allowed to repair for 2 hr before the DNA was analyzed
for DSBs. Percentages of repaired DSBs are shown.
(C) Cell cycle kinetics of MEFs. Asynchronous P4 MEFs were pulsed with BrdU for 30 min, and the BrdU-labeled cells were analyzed at the
indicated times. Percentages of G1, G2/M, and S phase cells among total live BrdU1 cells are shown.
(D) Intact IR-induced cell cycle checkpoint control in XRCC42/2 MEFs. Asynchronous P3 MEFs were irradiated (5 Gy) and then cultured in
the presence of BrdU before analysis of cell cycle profile and BrdU incorporation at indicated times by FACS. Percentages among total live
cells for each cell cycle stage are shown.

80 hr after g-irradiation in asynchronous cultures, while development. Thymi from XRCC42/2 embryos (E16.5)
were markedly smaller than those of wt or XRCC41/2control MEFs resumed cycling within 20 hr (Figure 2D).

In addition, BrdU pulse-chase experiments showed that littermate controls with total thymocyte numbers re-
duced approximately 10-fold (data not shown). T cellirradiated XRCC42/2 S phase cells (P3) permanently ar-

rested at the G2/M checkpoint (data not shown). development in XRCC42/2 embryos was arrested at the
CD42CD82 (double negative, DN) progenitor stage, theTogether, these studies show that XRCC42/2 cells

have normal cell cycle checkpoints and suggest that same general stage at which RAG22/2 T cell develop-
ment is arrested (Figure 3A), consistent with inability tothe increase in apparent doubling time of XRCC42/2

cultures may result from permanent arrest of XRCC42/2 form the functional TCRb rearrangements required to
signal the DN to double positive (DP) transition. How-cells at normal DNA damage checkpoints due to inability

to efficiently repair DSBs. In addition, these results show ever, total DN cell numbers in XRCC42/2 thymi were also
reduced (typically 2- to 3-fold) compared to controls,that XRCC42/2 cells have similar radiosensitivity during

the cell cycle to Ku-deficient cells, in contrast to XR-1 indicating an additional defect. To characterize this de-
fect, we analyzed the DN compartment for expressionmutant CHO cells that are relatively resistant to IR at

the late S and early G2 phases (Stamato et al., 1983). of CD44 and CD25. In normal development, Db to Jb
rearrangement is initiated at CD441CD251 stage with
most Vb to DbJb rearrangements occurring at the CD442Defective Lymphocyte Development

in XRCC42/2 Embryos CD251 stage (Shortman et al., 1990; Godfrey et al., 1994;
Tourigny et al., 1997). In XRCC4-deficient thymi, totalTo determine whether XRCC4 is required for V(D)J re-

combination in vivo, we first examined fetal thymocyte numbers and percentages of the most immature DN
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Figure 3. Impaired Development of XRCC42/2

Lymphocytes

(A) CD4 and CD8 profile of E16.5 XRCC41/2,
XRCC42/2, and RAG22/2 fetal thymocytes.
(B) CD25 and CD44 profile of DN T cells from
XRCC41/2, XRCC42/2, and RAG22/2 fetal
thymi. E16.5 fetal thymocytes were triple-
stained with: (1) an equal titer mixture of cyto-
chrome c–conjugated antibodies against CD4,
CD8, CD3, B220, CD19, Gr-1, Mac-1; (2) FITC-
anti-CD25; and (3) PE-anti-CD44. Cells nega-
tive for the staining in (1) were plotted with
CD25 versus CD44.
(C) B220 and IgM profile of cultured fetal liver
B cells from XRCC41/2 and XRCC42/2 em-
bryos. Cultured E15.5 fetal liver pro-B cells
were analyzed on day 0, 5, and 10. Percent-
ages of cells in selected quadrants are indi-
cated.

thymocyte populations (CD441CD252 and CD441CD251) the context of RAG deficiency (Mombaerts et al., 1992;
Shinkai et al., 1992). However, XRCC42/2 pro-B cells,were comparable to those of controls, while the number

of CD442CD251 DN cells was greatly diminished (Figure unlike RAG-deficient pro-B cells, attempt to perform
V(D)J recombination, as PCR analyses allowed recovery3B). In contrast, all three populations in RAG22/2 thymus

were similar in numbers to those of controls (Figure of VH(D)JH joining events from XRCC42/2 fetal liver cul-
tures that had aberrant deletions from one or both partic-3B). Thus, the XRCC4-deficient phenotype is slightly

different than that of RAG deficiency with respect to ipating coding gene segments (see supplemental figure
on Cell website [http://www.cell.com/cgi/content/full/thymocyte development (see Discussion).

To examine the role of XRCC4 in B cell development, 95/26/891/DC1]). In addition, Abelson murine leukemia
virus (A-MuLV) transformants derived from culturedwe assayed the ability of mutant and control progenitor

B cells from E15.5 fetal livers to expand and differentiate XRCC42/2 pro-B cells had large deletions spanning their
JH locus (data not shown), similar to those observed into B2201IgM1 B cells when cultured on an IL-7-secreting

stromal cell line. B2201IgM2 cells were generated in SCID A-MuLV transformants (Malynn et al., 1988).
comparable numbers in XRCC41/2 and XRCC42/2 sam-
ples after 5 days of culture, indicating that expansion
and differentiation of XRCC42/2 B cell precursors to the Massive Neuronal Cell Death in XRCC42/2 Embryos

The defects in lymphocyte development cannot accountB2201 stage were unaffected (Figure 3C). In contrast,
no B2201IgM1 cells appeared in XRCC42/2 cultures for the embryonic lethality associated with XRCC4 defi-

ciency. To identify specific pathological change(s) ineven after 10 days, indicating lack of progression be-
yond the B2201IgM2 progenitor stage (Figure 3C), remi- mutant embryos that might cause embryonic death, we

performed histological analyses on XRCC42/2 embryosniscent of the block in B cell development observed in
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and littermate controls. Although some XRCC42/2 em- (data not shown). Finally, we performed TUNEL (terminal
deoxynucleotidyl transferase–mediated dUTP biotin nickbryos developed edema by E14.5, histological serial

sections revealed no obvious cardiovascular defect, nor end labeling) to assay for nuclear DNA fragmentation
and detected greatly increased numbers of TUNELdid microdissection of mutant hearts (E15.5) reveal

structural abnormalities (data not shown). In addition, stain-positive nuclei in XRCC42/2, as opposed to control
brain sections (Figures 5f and 5g; medullar region ofhemorrhages were not evident in live mutant embryos

at any stage examined (E10.5–E16.5). We also looked the hindbrain), consistent with the increased cell death
occurring via an apoptotic process.for signs of defective hematopoietic development by

cytological analyses of peripheral blood and fetal liver
cells from E14.5 embryos and found definitive erythro-

Neuronal Cell Death in XRCC42/2 Embryos Correlatescytes, megakaryocytes, and myeloid cell lineages to be
with the Temporal and Spatial Patterncomparable to wt controls (data not shown).
of Neuronal GenerationStrikingly, the only abnormality we observed among
The generation of neuronal cells in the CNS is spatiallyall tissues examined histologically was severe cell death
and temporally controlled, starting at cervical regionsthroughout the developing central nervous system
of the neurotube (E10.5), extending caudally to the sacral(CNS) and peripheral sensory ganglia, including the dor-
cord, and rostrally through the hindbrain (E11) and mid-sal root ganglia (Figures 4a–4f and data not shown).
brain (E11) to the forebrain (E11–12). Within the spinalDuring normal embryonic neurodevelopment, signifi-
cord, neurogenesis also follows a ventral to dorsal gradi-cant levels of apoptosis occur in wt animals, and this
ent, such that ventral portions of the spinal cord beginprogrammed cell death is believed to be essential for
neurogenesis earlier (E9–10) than the dorsal portionsdetermining the cytoarchitecture of the brain (Datta and
(E11) (Nornes and Carry, 1978). Likewise, in normal de-Greenberg, 1998). However, we observed a significantly
velopment, the cessation of neurogenesis in these CNSlarger number of densely staining, pyknotic nuclei (a
regions generally follows a similar sequence to theirmorphological indicator of cell death) in hematoxylin-
onset (Bayer and Altman, 1991).eosin (HE) stained sections of XRCC42/2 embryonic

In XRCC42/2 mutants, abnormal levels of dead cellsCNS, compared to those of controls (Figures 4b and 4c
first appeared in the ventral portions of the spinal cordversus 4e and 4f; other data not shown). In some areas,
at E10.5, parallel with the initiation of neurogenesis inthe level of XRCC42/2 cell death was so massive that it
this region (E10), while appearance of apoptosis in theresulted in severe acellularity, as manifested, for exam-
dorsal portions of the spinal cord began at E11.5, alsople, by a cavity within the intermediate zone (IZ) of
following the onset of neurogenesis (data not shown).XRCC42/2 cerebral hemispheres (Figure 4d). In normal
Portions of the hindbrain became affected at E11.5, mid-mice, mitotic neuronal progenitors reside in the ventricu-
brain and diencephalon at E12.5, and the cerebral cortexlar zone (VZ) of the developing CNS. These progenitors
at E13.5 (Figure 6). Furthermore, neurogenesis in normalgive rise to neurons that exit the cell cycle and migrate
cortex starts at E11 ventrolaterally and E12 dorsalmedi-through the mantle layer (ML) where they differentiate.

Strikingly, the massive apoptotic death throughout the ally, peaks around E12.5 and E13.5 (ventrolaterally and
dorsalmedially, respectively), and continues at lowerdeveloping CNS of XRCC42/2 mice was localized to the

ML; in contrast, the VZ appeared indistinguishable be- levels until E18 (Bayer and Altman, 1991); correspond-
ingly, we observed peak cell death in XRCC42/2 cerebraltween mutants and controls (Figures 4b and 4c versus

4e and 4f). cortices at E13–14 ventrolaterally and E14–15 dorsalme-
dially (Figure 6 and data not shown). At E16.5 (the latestTo confirm the neuronal identity of the dead cells

in the XRCC42/2 CNS, we stained embryonic sections stage examined), pyknosis was mild in the mutant cor-
tex; although the cavity in the IZ of cerebral hemi-simultaneously with antibodies against b3-tubulin (spe-

cific for postmitotic neurons) and nestin (specific for spheres, first seen at E13.5, was still present, and the
cortical plate remained thin (Figures 4d and 4e; data notneuroprogenitors), in addition to the nuclear stain Hoechst

(Figures 5a–5e). In these assays, cells with pyknotic nu- shown). This apparent temporal correlation between neu-
ronal development and abnormal apoptosis in XRCC42/2clei resided within the anti-b3-tubulin-positive population

and not in the nestin-positive cell population (Figures 5b– embryos was further substantiated by the disappear-
ance of pyknosis in specific brain regions at defined5e). This staining data, together with the anatomical

location of the increased numbers of apoptotic cells, gestational ages. For example, neurogenesis in the hind-
brain ceases before E14 (Nornes and Carry, 1978); corre-confirmed that the massive cell death observed in mu-

tants was in postmitotic neuronal populations, while spondingly, no obvious pyknosis was observed in the
XRCC42/2 hindbrain after E14.5 (Figure 6l).proliferative progenitors were spared. Furthermore, the

anti-nestin-positive progenitor cells appeared restricted Overall, these studies show that the increased cell
death in specific regions of the XRCC42/2 CNS is closelyto the VZ both in wt and XRCC42/2 animals (Figure 5a

and data not shown), indicating that XRCC4 deficiency linked to the onset and cessation of neurogenesis in a
particular region. In addition, our finding that detectabledoes not lead to aberrant migration of neuroprogenitor

cells away from the VZ. In addition, a 1–3 hr BrdU pulse- apoptosis diminishes after neurogenesis in XRCC42/2

embryos further supports our findings that most of thelabeling experiment of XRCC42/2 embryos showed that
mitotic cells were confined to the VZ (as in wt) and that increased cell death involves early postmitotic neurons

and not mature neurons.cells in the ML exhibited no obvious aberrant replication
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Figure 4. Massive Cell Death in Postmitotic Regions of XRCC42/2 and LigIV2/2 CNS

(a–f) Hematoxylin and eosin (HE) staining of littermate XRCC41/2 and XRCC42/2 brain sections. Horizontal brain sections of E14.5 XRCC41/2

(a–c) and XRCC42/2 (d–f) mutants at a comparable level reveal severe acellularity (cavitation, long arrow) and thinner cortical plate (small
arrows) in the cerebral hemisphere of XRCC42/2 brain. Higher magnifications show relatively normal VZ of the mutant cortex ([a] and [b] vs.
[d] and [e]), whereas in the IZ extending to the cortical plate there are numerous pyknotic nuclei (dense hematoxylin stain) (e and f).
(g–l) HE staining of littermate LigIV1/2 and LigIV2/2 brain sections. Coronal sections of E13.5 control LigIV1/2 (g–i) and LigIV2/2 (j–l) brains
reveal similar defects in LigIV2/2 cerebral hemisphere to those observed in XRCC42/2 mutant. V, lateral ventrical; C, cortex; S, striatum; VZ,
ventricular zone; IZ, intermediate zone; CP, cortical plate. Boxed areas in (c) and (e), and (i) and (k) are enlarged in (d) and (f), and (j) and (l)
by image processing. Original magnifications: (a, d, g, and j), 1003; (b, c, e, f, h, i, k, and l), 4003.

Neuronal Cell Death in Ligase IV2/2 Embryos effects of XRCC4 deficiency on neurogenesis also could
be explained in the context of functional associationWe have recently generated Lig IV2/2 mice and demon-

strated that they have an identical phenotype to XRCC4- with ligase IV, we assayed for potential CNS lesions in
Lig IV2/2 embryos. Examination of HE-stained sectionsdeficient mice with respect to impaired V(D)J recombina-

tion, IR sensitivity, cellular growth defects, and embryonic from ligase IV–deficient embryos revealed similar CNS
defects to those observed in the XRCC42/2 CNS. Forlethality (Frank et al., 1998). To determine whether the
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Figure 5. Massive Cell Death Occurs in XRCC42/2 Postmitotic Neurons by Apoptosis

(a–e) Areas of the hindbrain in sagittal sections (E12.5) stained with TuJ1 (anti-b3-tubulin antibody, red), anti-nestin antibody (green), and
nuclear stain Hoechst (blue). (a) Under low magnification, the anti-nestin-positive progenitor layer (VZ) and the TuJ1-positive neuronal layer
(ML) remain distinct in mutant samples (double exposure for TuJ1 and anti-nestin stains). However, Hoechst staining (blue) reveals numerous
pyknotic nuclei (dense, bright blue) in the ML (b), although densely populated nuclei in the VZ exhibit normal diffuse blue staining ([b], in VZ).
Under higher magnification of boxed area in (a), pyknotic nuclei stained by Hoechst (arrows in [d]) are identified as belonging to TuJ1-positive
neuronal cells (arrows in [c], double exposure of TuJ1 and anti-nestin stains; and [e], double exposure of TuJ1 and Hoechst). VZ, ventricular
zone; ML, mantle layer.
(f and g) TUNEL assay on XRCC41/1 control (f) and XRCC42/2 (g) hindbrain sections. Areas of the hindbrain in sagittal sections (E12.5) stained
with TUNEL labeling agents. Original magnifications: (a and b), 2003; (c–g), 4003; (c–e), enlarged by image processing.

example, coronal sections of E13.5 Lig IV2/2 cortex ex- neurons was the only potential cause of death identified.
Strikingly, ligase IV deficiency results in similar neuronalhibit an abnormally high number of pyknotic nuclei and

acellularity resulting in an aberrant cavity (Figures 4g–4l). developmental defects. Therefore, this neuronal death
phenotype almost certainly results from the absence of
a shared XRCC4 and ligase IV function.Discussion

XRCC4 deficiency in cells results in proliferation defects, Differential Requirements for XRCC4/Ligase IV
Versus Ku ProteinsDSBR defects, and inability to support either the coding

or RS end-joining processes required to complete the It is curious that the embryonic lethality and severe neu-
ronal developmental abnormalities observed in XRCC4-V(D)J recombination reaction. These defects are quite

similar to those observed with Ku- and ligase IV– and ligase IV–deficient mice were not observed in Ku70/
80-deficient mice, given that they all share similar cellu-deficient cells and likely result from impairment of an

end-joining reaction that employs all of these proteins. lar growth and V(D)J recombination defects. Two possi-
ble scenarios can be envisioned to explain these differ-However, XRCC4, in contrast to Ku, is required for nor-

mal embryonic development, with XRCC4-deficient em- ences. One is that XRCC4 and ligase IV have evolved
additional functions in end joining or other reactions,bryos dying over a relatively broad period in late gesta-

tion. Analyses of the mutant embryos revealed defects perhaps in association with other proteins. A second,
likely possibility is that the less severe developmentalonly in lymphocyte and neuronal development; massive

apoptotic cell death of newly generated, postmitotic defects of Ku-deficient mice result from a higher residual
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Figure 6. Neuronal Death in XRCC4-Deficient Embryos Correlates with Temporal and Spatial Patterns of Neurogenesis

Regions of the dorsalmedial cortex (or precortex) (a–f) and hindbrain (g–l) in sagittal sections of control (either wt or XRCC41/2) (a, c, e, g, i,
and k) and XRCC42/2 (b, d, f, h, j, and l) littermate embryos at indicated developmental stages (E11.5, E13.5, E15.5) were stained with HE.
Arrowheads indicate apoptotic nuclei. V, lateral ventrical; VZ, ventricular zone; IZ, intermediate zone; CP, cortical plate. Original magnification,
4003.

level of “leaky” end joining in Ku-deficient cells than ends in XRCC42/2, Ku702/2, and SCID thymocytes (data
not shown), suggesting that RS cleavage is normal inin XRCC4/ligase IV–deficient cells. In this regard, it is

notable that Ku702/2 mice show a partial depletion of XRCC42/2 developing thymus. Together, these results
demonstrate an essential role of XRCC4 for the end-enteric neurons (Li et al., 1998), which may well be a

milder manifestation of the massive neuronal death ob- joining steps of the V(D)J recombination reaction in vivo.
By analogy to Ku-deficient or DNA-PKcs deficient (SCID)served in the context of XRCC4 and ligase IV defi-

ciencies. progenitor lymphocytes, there are likely two related, but
distinct, mechanisms by which XRCC4 deficiency leads
to impaired lymphogenesis. One is the inability to makeEssential Role of XRCC4 in Lymphocyte Development

XRCC4-deficient ES cells exhibit almost no ability to functional antigen receptor gene rearrangements needed
to generate the Ig or TCR chains that signal expansioncomplete the formation of RAG-initiated coding or RS

joins in a transient V(D)J recombination assay (Figure and further differentiation of progenitor B and T cells,
similar to that associated with RAG1/2 deficiency. How-1E). Correspondingly, XRCC42/2 B and T cell develop-

ment is blocked at the early progenitor stage in which ever, a second is demonstrated by the absence in
XRCC4-deficient fetal thymi, but not in RAG-deficientV(D)J recombination is initiated. In progenitor B lineage

cells, rare joins of RAG-cut IgH loci generated in the fetal thymi, of early progenitor T lineage populations in
which TCRb loci become accessible for V(D)J recombi-absence of XRCC4 contain large junctional deletions

that range from within normal limits to several kilobases nation. This absence is consistent with a probable sur-
vival defect of XRCC4-deficient progenitor lymphocytesor more. Similar aberrant recombination events attrib-

uted to low-level secondary recombination pathways in that fail to repair RAG-initiated DSBs at Ig or TCR loci,
a phenomenon well-documented in SCID mice whereSCID pro-B cell lines are thought to be selected due

to a survival advantage at the cellular level (Malynn et lymphocyte development is impaired even in the pres-
ence of functional antigen receptor genes (Kishi et al.,al., 1988). In addition, we detected similar levels of RS
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1991; Shinkai et al., 1992; Chang et al., 1995). A similar the XRCC4/ligase IV neuronal phenotype of enhanced
apoptosis could be absence of, or impaired responsesdeath of activated mature B cells attempting to undergo

CSR has been proposed in the context of Ku deficiency to, exogenous factors, such as trophic molecules re-
leased by target cells during formation of synaptic con-(Casellas et al., 1998; Manis et al., 1998).
tacts. However, trophic factors are most often important
for neuronal survival only at later stages than those af-XRCC4 and DNA Ligase IV Play an Essential Role
fected by XRCC4/ligase IV deficiency. Yet another pos-in the Development of the Nervous System
sibility is that persistence of DSBs or other factors asso-In addition to defects in the lymphoid system, the only
ciated with XRCC4/ligase IV deficiency might forceother defect we observed, so far, in XRCC42/2 and
premature entry of neurons into a postmitotic stage thatLigIV2/2 embryos was in the nervous system. During
leads to premature differentiation, ultimately leading toneuronal development, proliferating neuroprogenitor
death. However, this also appears unlikely because thecells exit the cell cycle and differentiate into neurons or
temporal control of CNS development was normal inglial cells. This developmental program is temporally
XRCC42/2 embryos; furthermore, there were no appar-and spatially controlled throughout the nervous system.
ent signs of premature neurogenesis.In XRCC42/2 embryos, an abnormally large number of

Overall, our findings are most consistent with in-apoptotic neurons were present in peripheral sensory
creased death of early postmitotic neurons in XRCC4/ganglia and multiple regions of the CNS; however, the
ligase IV–deficient embryos due to increased occur-increased number of dying cells was limited to newly
rence of unrepaired DSBs. In this context, the neuronalgenerated, postmitotic neuronal populations. Further-
death phenotype of XRCC4 and ligase IV deficiency ismore, there was a close temporal relationship between
strikingly similar to that observed in BclX-deficient mice,the normal neurogenesis program in a given region and
a deficiency that also results in embryonic lethality (Mo-the appearance and disappearance of apoptotic cells.
toyama et al., 1995). BclX is a survival gene and a mem-The aberrant increase in cell death in regions of the
ber of the Bcl2 family (Merry and Korsmeyer, 1997).XRCC42/2 CNS occurred in a wave that temporally fol-
Although BclX-deficient embryos have several addi-lowed the wave of neurogenesis. This temporal relation-
tional defects, one of the most well defined is increasedship between neurogenesis and apoptosis strongly sug-
death of immature lymphocytes, providing an additionalgests a limited period of susceptibility closely linked to
similarity in the BclX and XRCC4/ligase-IV deficient phe-the point at which the XRCC42/2 neuronal precursors
notypes. In the latter context, various studies have sug-become postmitotic neurons.
gested that BclX expression is required in developing
B and T lymphocytes to support cell survival during the

Potential Causes of Massive Neuronal period of antigen receptor gene rearrangement (Behrens
Death in XRCC4 and DNA Ligase and Mueller, 1997). Overall, the similarities in the lymphoid
IV–Deficient Embryos and neuronal defects in BclX-deficient and XRCC4/
The only known function of XRCC4 and ligase IV are ligase IV–deficient mice are compatible with the notion
their roles in the end-joining reactions used in general that affected neuronal cells in these mutants die, respec-
DSBR or V(D)J recombination. Thus, it seems reason- tively, from increased sensitivity to DSBs and inability
able that the neuronal cell defect in XRCC4- and ligase to repair DSBs. Finally, Northern analyses of total RNA
IV–deficient embryos may be due to an impaired DNA from normal embryonic cortex revealed XRCC4 expres-
end-joining reaction. In this regard, previous studies of sion but showed no obvious differences in levels com-
IR sensitivity during rat embryonic cortical development pared to other embryonic regions at different develop-
suggested highest sensitivity immediately after the birth mental stages (data not shown). While more detailed
of a neuron (Bayer and Altman, 1991). As this period analyses need to be done, this expression pattern is
appears to coincide with the wave of abnormal cell death consistent with the notion that XRCC4 is involved in
in XRCC42/2 neuronal cells during cortical development, repair of DSBs that arise (either nonspecifically or specif-
it further supports the possibility that massive death of ically) in all cell types (Li et al., 1995).
newly generated XRCC42/2 and ligase IV2/2 neurons
may result from a particular sensitivity to excess DSBs,
which cannot be efficiently repaired in the absence of Potential Sources of DSBs in Postmitotic Neurons

What is the source of the DSBs that appear to leadthese factors.
It also remains possible that excessive postmitotic to widespread death of newly generated, postmitotic

XRCC4/ligase IV–deficient neurons? One possibility isneuronal death in XRCC4/ligase IV–deficient mice might
be due to other processes. The pattern of neuronal cell that these breaks represent basal levels generated non-

specifically by normal metabolism of all cells, but thatdeath in XRCC42/2 embryos is similar to that observed
in pRB-deficient embryos, which die around E14.5 due particular neuronal cells are much more sensitive to

their presence. Another possibility is an elevated levelto additional defects, including hematopoietic defects
(Lin et al., 1996). However, massive cell death in the of nonspecific DSBs due to altered cellular conditions

associated with the affected period of neuronal differen-postmitotic regions of the pRB2/2 CNS is associated
with ectopic mitosis, which we do not find in the tiation. A third, intriguing alternative is that DSBs could

be generated by a specific neuronal process, such asXRCC42/2 CNS. In this regard, XRCC4 deficiency causes
premature termination of the replicative cell cycle in a recombination process, required for neuronal differen-

tiation/function (Chun and Schatz, 1993). In this context,MEFs, rather than cell cycle deregulation as observed
in the absence of pRB. Another possible explanation for several studies of DSBs and cell death in the embryonic
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Analyses of Fetal LymphocytesCNS continue to raise the notion of parallels with lym-
Single-cell suspensions of fetal thymi were stained with anti CD3phocyte-specific processes (Blaschke et al., 1998). The
(145-2C11), B220 (RA3-6B2), CD19 (1D3), Gr-1 (RB6-8C5), Mac-1possibility of recombination in the CNS gained wide
(M1/70), CD25 (7D4), CD44 (IM7), CD8 (53-6.7), and CD4 (GK1.5)

recognition from the finding of RAG1 expression in post- antibodies (Pharmingen, Southern Biotechnology Associates) con-
mitotic regions of the embryonic CNS (Chun et al., 1991), jugated with fluorescein isothiocyanate (FITC), cytochrome c, or

phycoerythrin (PE). Fetal liver cultures on T220 stromal cells (fromalthough no CNS phenotype has been described for
Gary Borzillo) were stained with anti-IgM-FITC (goat anti-mouseRAG1-deficient mice. In this regard, however, it would
polyclonal) and anti-B220-PE (clone RA3–6B2) antibodies (Phar-seem likely that any specific process potentially involv-
mingen, Southern Biotechnology Associates) as described (Franking a DSB outside of lymphocytes might be initiated by
et al., 1998).

a novel enzyme and completed by the common DSBR
machinery. Whatever the source of the DSBs that appear
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